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We examine three possible implementations of nondeterministic linear optical controlled NOT gates with a
view to an in-principle demonstration in the near future. To this end we consider demonstrating the gates using
currently available sources, such as spontaneous parametric down conversion and coherent states, and current
detectors only able to distinguish between zero and many photons. The demonstration is possible in the
coincidence basis and the errors introduced by the nonoptimal input states and detectors are analyzed.
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Optics is a natural candidate for implementing a variety of
quantum-information protocols. Photons make beguiling qu-
bits: at optical frequencies the qubits are largely decoupled
from the environment and so experience little decoherence,
and single-qubit gates are easily realized via passive optical
elements. Some protocols, notably quantum computation,
also require two-qubit gates. Until recently this was regarded
as optically infeasible, since the required nonlinear interac-
tion is much greater than that available with extant materials.
However, it is now widely recognized that the necessary
nonlinearity can be realized nondeterministically via mea-
surement, and that deterministic gates can be achieved by
combining such nondeterministic gates and teleportation @1#.
There are a number of proposals for implementing a non-
deterministic controlled NOT ~CNOT! gate with linear optics
and photodetectors @1–6#. The proposals require determinis-
tic, or heralded, single-photon sources and/or selective detec-
tors that can distinguish with very high efficiency between
zero, one, and multiple photons. Current commercial optical
sources and detectors fall well short of these capabilities.
Although there are a number of active research programs
aimed at producing both efficient selective detectors @7,8#
and deterministic photon sources @9–11#, nonselective ava-
lanche photodiodes, spontaneous parametric down-
conversion ~SPDC! and coherent states remain the best ac-
cessible laboratory options. While we could side step the
single-photon source problem by using an SPDC source con-
ditioned on the detection of a photon in one arm if we had
selective detectors, demonstrating a four-photon CNOT gate
without quantum memory would be frustratingly slow.
In this paper we examine three proposals, which allow a
CNOT operation to be implemented nondestructively on the
control and target modes, to ascertain under what conditions
it is possible to demonstrate and characterize the gates op-
eration using SPDC sources, coherent states, and nonselec-
tive detectors ~detectors only able to resolve zero and mul-
tiple photons!. The aim is to identify a scheme that allows a
scalable CNOT implementation to be initially examined with
current sources and detectors, and into which we can easily
*Electronic address: alexei@physics.uq.edu.au1050-2947/2003/67~4!/040304~4!/$20.00 67 0403incorporate single-photon sources and selective detectors as
they become available.
Typically the gates involve four photons with the qubit
states encoded in the polarization state of the control and
target modes c and t, and the CNOT operation is implemented
with the aid of some ancillary modes a, b, etc. We will con-
sider starting with the control and target modes each in a
general superposition ~we could also consider initially en-
tangled states though these may be more difficult experimen-
tally!,
uc in&ct5~Ahcˆh
†1Avcˆv
†!~Bh tˆh
†1Bv tˆv†!u0& , ~1!
with uAhu21uAvu25uBhu21uBvu251, and where cˆh ,v
† and tˆh ,v
†
are bosonic creation operators for modes ch ,v and th ,v , re-
spectively. In the interest of brevity we will use the notation
above where we write the state in terms of creation operators
acting on the vacuum state.
The modes are first manipulated with a linear optics net-
work UCNOT comprising beam splitters, phase shifters, wave
plates, and polarizing beam splitters. Finally, the gate is con-
ditioned on detecting the ancillary modes in some appropri-
ate state, leaving the state of the control and target modes as
if a CNOT gate had been applied.
The key simplification for our purposes is to detect in the
‘‘coincidence basis’’—where we detect the output of the an-
cillary modes and also of the target and control modes and
postselect out those events that do not simultaneously regis-
ter a photon in all four modes. The advantage of this con-
figuration is that now we can use nonselective detectors,
since if we get a ‘‘click’’ on all four detectors we have ac-
counted for all the photons in the system. This is a much less
stringent requirement on the detectors, and, in particular, can
be fulfilled by existing avalanche photodiodes. We model the
nonselective detectors with a positive-operator-valued mea-
sure ~POVM!, with the POVM elements associated with de-
tecting no photons or photons ~one or more! simply being
P05u0&^0u and Pm5(n51
‘ un&^nu, respectively.
The output state of a type-I SPDC can be described as
ul&5Ml (
n50
(even)
‘
~laˆ†bˆ†!n/2
~n/2 !! u0& , ~2!
where Ml5(12l2)21/2 and the sum is over even n where n
is the number of photons in each term.©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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some initial pure state uc in&, and that after passing through
the linear optical elements we are left in the state ucout&
5UCNOTuc in&. The probability that we get a count simulta-
neously in modes c, t, a, and b with nonselective detectors is
P5^coutuPm
(c)
^ Pm
(t)
^ Pm
(a)
^ Pm
(b)ucout&. ~3!
For the ideal case where we had single-photon inputs to the
gate, we will label this probability as P1. We can now intro-
duce the ‘‘single-photon visibility’’ as a figure of merit for
how close the gate operates to the ideal
V5 12 S s2es1e 11 D , ~4!
where s is the product of the probability of obtaining the
single-photon terms from the source, with P1 the probability
of the gate functioning. The ‘‘error’’ e5max(s2P), where P
is the actual probability of obtaining a count on the detectors.
The maximization is over all qubit input states to the gate.
Hence, if the error totally dominates the visibility is close to
0, if the noise is small the visibility is close to 1. As a guide,
a visibility of 0.8 corresponds to an error a quarter of the size
of the single-photon ‘‘signal’’ s.
II. SIMPLIFIED KNILL-LAFLAMME-MILBURN
CNOT GATE
In the originally proposed nondeterministic CNOT gate @1#,
the nonlinear sign shift elements were interferometric: these
elements can be replaced by sequential beam splitters to
make a simplified CNOT gate @2#, one example of which is
~refer to Fig. 4 of Ref. @2#!
Uˆ SKLM5Bˆ thtvS p4 DBˆ cvthS p4 DBˆ bth~u2!Bˆ acv~u2!Bˆ cvthS p4 D
3Bˆ thv2~u1!B
ˆ
thtvS p4 DBˆ v1cv~u1!, ~5!
where Bˆ ab represents a beam splitter with the following ac-
tions: Bˆ ab(u)aˆBˆ ab† (u)5aˆcos u1bˆsin u, Bˆ ab(u)bˆBˆ ab† (u)
5aˆsin u2bˆcos u, and cos2u is the reflectivity. The angle
choices for the gate are given by u15cos21A523A2 and
u25cos
21A(32A2)/7; c and t are the control and target
modes and a, b, v1, and v2 are independent ancillary modes.
The gate is conditioned on detecting a single-photon in the
modes a and b and detecting no photons in the modes v1
and v2.
Consider the case where both the control, target, and an-
cillary photons are supplied by two independent SPDC
sources. The input state is ul&ctue&ab , which can be written
as a sum over total photon number
uf in&5MlMe (
n50
(even)
‘
Qˆ nu0&,04030Qˆ n5 (
m50
n/2
emln/22m
m!S n2 2m D !
~aˆ†bˆ†!m~cˆ† tˆ†!n/22m. ~6!
The control and target horizontal and vertical polarization
modes are then each mixed on a beam splitter so that we
achieve the input state ~1! for those modes.
Since we are postselecting on getting a ‘‘click’’ at four
detectors, then the terms with n,4 will always get postse-
lected out. Similarly, the terms with n.4 will get postse-
lected out if we used selective detectors, otherwise they rep-
resent error terms. In the latter case, so long as e ,l!1 these
terms will be small. For the case where n54, three input
terms contribute
uc in
(4)&5S leaˆ†bˆ†cˆ† tˆ†1 l22!cˆ†2 tˆ†21 e
2
2!a
ˆ
†2bˆ†2D u0&. ~7!
While the first of these terms is equivalent to having four
initial Fock states, the remaining two terms have the possi-
bility of surviving the postselection criteria and skewing the
statistics observed. Fortunately these last two terms lead to
output terms, which all get postselected out in the coinci-
dence basis ~e.g., two photons in the control mode!. This
means that with selective detectors we could in principle
postselect out all terms that do not correspond to single-
photon inputs from the output statistics. With nonselective
detectors the error terms will scale at least as l3 in amplitude
~due to the n.4 terms!, so the figure of merit will scale with
l ~taking e5l) as V;1/(11l2) and l is typically very
small.
Now consider the situation where a SPDC supplies the
two photons for the control and target modes, and weak co-
herent states are used for the ancillary modes. The input state
is then uf in&5ul ,a ,b& , where aˆ† and bˆ† will be the creation
operators for the coherent states. After rearranging the state
as a primary sum over photon number we get
uf in&5 (
n50
‘
(
p50
(even)
n
(
q50
n2p
~lcˆ† tˆ†!p/2
~p/2 !!
~aaˆ†!q
q!
~bbˆ†!n2p2q
~n2p2q !! u0&. ~8!
Again, terms with n,4 will get postselected out and
terms with n.4 will be weak error terms. The extra freedom
from two independent coherent states means that now there
will be nine terms with n54 and only one of these is equiva-
lent to using single-photon inputs.
Postselection removes the terms that arise from a coherent
state in one of the modes supplying all four photons. By
setting b5ia the two terms where a single coherent state
supplies two photons and the SPDC supplies two will cancel
each other due to the symmetry in the circuit. Finally, the
term where the SPDC supplies all the photons is postselected
out as before. This means that we will still get errors arising
from the input terms:
ia4
6 ~a
ˆ
†3bˆ†2aˆ†bˆ†3!u0&. ~9!4-2
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coded on the control and target modes and by setting a!l
we can scale away these terms relative to the single-photon
terms. Unfortunately this means that we cannot beat the pho-
ton collection rate that could be achieved using two indepen-
dent SPDC sources.
It should be noted that all the observations made for the
simplified Knill-Laflamme-Milburn ~KLM! CNOT gate also
hold for the full KLM CNOT gate in the coincidence basis.
However, from the perspective of an initial demonstration of
the gate the simplified version is more desirable. In the fol-
lowing two sections we will compare these results against
two other implementations of optical CNOT gates.
III. ENTANGLED ANCILLA CNOT GATE
In a recent paper, Pittman, Jacobs, and Franson @6# pro-
posed using entangled ancilla to further simplify implemen-
tating the CNOT operation. Consider that we have at our dis-
posal an entangled state uf&5(aˆh†bˆh†1aˆv†bˆv†)/A2u0&, then we
can implement the CNOT operation between modes c and t by
first applying the unitary ~refer to Fig. 6 of Ref. @6#!
Uˆ ent5Pˆ bdPˆ aeWˆ aWˆ tWˆ bPˆ btWˆ tWˆ bPˆ ac , ~10!
where Wˆ a represents a half-wave plate on mode a; Pˆ ab is a
polarizing beam splitter in modes a and b with the effect that
ah→ah , bh→bh , av→bv , and bv→av ; and d and e are
extra output modes. Finally, the resulting state is then condi-
tioned on detecting a single photon in modes a and b. The
raw success probability of this gate is 1/16, which rises to
1/4 if fast feed forward and correction is used.
Consider that the entangled pair in modes a and b are
provided by two type-I parametric down-converting crystals
sandwiched together. We will fix the relative phase to get a
particular Bell pair for the two-photon term
ue2&5M e2~ u00&1eu11&1)~ u00&1eu11&1)
5M e2@1e~ u0011&1u1100&)1], ~11!
where the modes are ah , bh , av , and bv , respectively. Such
sources have been previously built and provide a relatively
bright source of polarization-entangled photons @12,13#. We
can write this source succinctly as
ue2&5M e2 (
n50
(even)
‘
Lˆ nu0&, ~12!
Lˆ n5 (
m50
n/2 en/2~aˆh
†bˆh†!m~aˆv
†bˆv
†!n/22m
m!S n2 2m D !
. ~13!
With another independent SPDC source ul&, supplying
the photons for the control and target modes, the input state
becomes04030uf in&[M e2Ml (
n50
(even)
‘
(
q50
(even)
n
Lˆ q
l (n2q)/2~cˆ† tˆ†!(n2q)/2
S n2q2 D !
, ~14!
where we will encode the qubits in the polarization state of
the control and target modes, as in Eq. ~1!.
Again all terms with n,4 will get postselected out. There
are six terms with n54, of which two terms represent the
single-photon input terms, the rest are error terms due to the
sources. With nonselective detectors, terms with n.4 will
also contribute to the error.
The four-photon terms in the output state that do not get
postselected out are
uout& 5
1
2A2
laˆ†bˆ†~AvBhecˆv
† tˆv
†1AvBvecˆv
† tˆh
†
1Ah@AvBh
2l2AvBv
2l1Bve#cˆh
† tˆv
†
1Ah@AvBh
2l2AvBv
2l1Bhe#cˆh
† tˆh
†!u0&, ~15!
and by making l!e we can recover the single-photon terms
and the action of the CNOT gate with selective detectors.
This, of course, means that the count rate with this gate
would be considerably less than that with the simplified
KLM gate. With nonselective detectors, if we make l too
small the error due to the six-photon input terms will domi-
nate, so there is an optimum l for a given e , see Fig. 1~a!.
There does not appear to be a way of using two coherent
states to replace one of the SPDC sources. If we replace
either the control or the target mode, then it is hard to see
how the u02& and u20& terms could cancel as with the sim-
plified KLM CNOT gate, since these terms will have factors
that depend on the encoded qubit. Similarly, replacing the
source of entangled photons would then mean we would
have to entangle the single-photon components, which is dif-
ficult.
IV. KNILL CNOT GATE
A recent numerical search for optical gates by Knill
yielded a CNOT gate @14#, which operates with a probability
of 2/27 and is described by the following unitary ~refer to
Fig. 1 of Ref. @14#!:
Uˆ Knill5Bˆ tvthS p4 DBˆ ab~u3!Bˆ cvtv~u2!Bˆ tvb~u1!Bˆ cva~u1!
3Bˆ tvthS p4 DFˆ a~p!, ~16!
where Fˆ a(u) is a phase shift of u on mode a and the reflec-
tivities are given by u15cos21A1/3, u252u1, and u3
5cos21A1/211/A6. The gate requires two ancillary modes
a and b initially in Fock states, to be finally detected also in
single Fock states.
Consider the case where both the control, target, and an-
cillary photons are supplied by two independent SPDC
sources. The input state is given by Eq. ~6! with the usual4-3
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terms ~7! possibly contributing to the error for n54. The last
term again leads to output terms, which all get postselected
out in the coincidence basis. Unfortunately, the output terms
produced by the second term do not get postselected out
leading to inherent errors in the statistics we will observe.
FIG. 1. The single-photon visibility with nonselective detectors
as a function of the strengths of the SPDC sources: ~a! the entangled
ancilla gate, ~b! the Knill gate. In both cases the input state was
truncated at six-photon terms, and the maximization of the error
was performed numerically.04030Notice, however, that all these terms will be proportional to
l2, so again by making l!e we can scale these terms away
with selective detectors at the expense of the count rate. With
nonselective detectors there will again be an optimum l , see
Fig. 1~b!, which is very similar to the previous gate.
V. CONCLUSION
We have examined three possible implementations for lin-
ear optics CNOT gates with a view to experimentally demon-
strating their operation in the near future. If we consider
demonstrating the gates with SPDC and coherent state
sources and nonselective detectors, there is a clear advantage
to the simplified KLM CNOT gate, where the inherent sym-
metries in the gate allow the use of two independent SPDC
sources to supply the control, target, and ancillary photons,
with errors from the use of non-Fock states making little
contribution. The other two implementations suffer from er-
rors introduced by the non-Fock state inputs, which cannot
be postselected out. While the situation may be mitigated
somewhat by using a weak SPDC source, this would occur at
the expense of the count rate of valid events that may be
collected from the gate. The conclusion we arrive at is that
an experimental program focusing on the simplified KLM
CNOT gate would then allow immediate characterization of
the gate with current sources and detectors, with the opera-
tion of the gate in a nondestructive fashion becoming pos-
sible when single-photon sources and selective detectors be-
come available.
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